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INCITE 2020 was huge! 

We presented live demos of game 
changing new solutions that are in 
market right now or due for release 
very soon. 

Among the excitement there were 
also a lot of questions on our new 
and existing solutions. That’s why 
we’ve asked our senior product 
team to address some of the most 
commonly asked questions across 
our 50+ events.
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Advisory 
If I enter journals, will this have an impact on  
Advisory reports? 

No, you’ll still receive accurate reports. 

Client Accounting 
Is there a way I can get my Asset register used and 
maintained through MYOB Accountants Enterprise  
Tax into the Asset register shown online? 

For individuals we are migrating their asset registers from  

Tax to Assets as part of the rollover. This will be extended for 

other entity types in a future release. 

Client Portal 
Is the link in MYOB Portal only available for MYOB 
clients? Or can it be used with clients using other 
accounting packages? 

The link can be used on any client who has an email address. 

Is the MYOB Portal still limited to 25~mb file size limits? 

The file size limit will no longer exist when we move online  

but for the moment is still limited. 

If a client sends through 1 PDF with multiple documents 
through MYOB Portal, can you separate the documents 
as needed? 

You will need to use a third-party PDF editing tool to separate 

documents. 

What does it look like from the client’s point of 
view when they receive a document to be signed? 
Good question! We recommend that you contact 
your Account Manager to organise an MYOB Portal 
demonstration. 

When there are multiple signatories on a document/
form, will there be capability to send to multiple clients 
in one click and track who hasn’t signed? 

Definitely. This is currently in development.

Will the documents be saved in the cloud? Or will it 
only link to the firm’s normal document file? 

All documents attached to MYOB Practice are stored in the  

cloud so you never lose a thing. 

Corporate Admin 
Does Corporate Admin create the 484 form for 
changes in address? What other forms can be lodged 
through the system? 

There’s a comprehensive list of forms including 484 that can  

be prepared and managed in Corporate Admin. 

Does the TFN, ABN and GST registration box 
mean I don’t have to go to ATO website? 
Exactly! Now there’s a single place to complete all  
your registrations at the same time, saving you time  
and worries. 

Does the system produce the company constitution 
and other documents? 

Yes, Corporate Admin produces all these documents. 

MYOB PRACTICE 
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Document Manager 
Are documents saved in cloud or desktop? 

All documents are saved in the cloud so you never lose a thing. 

Will Document Manager integrate to Office 365  
in the cloud? 

In the future there will be integrations with Outlook, Word  

and Excel in the Office 365 Suite. 

How does MYOB Practice work with Document 
Manager? Can/does this replace Document Manager? 

Our goal with MYOB Practice is to make documents integrated 

throughout your day to day workflow so that you can access the 

right document at the right time. We are currently building an 

online document management tool that will eventually replace 

the MYOB Accountants Enterprise and MYOB Accountants Office 

Document Manager. 

When will the MYOB Accountants Enterprise document 
management system have a drag and drop function  
to import documents? 

We are working to have this functionality available in  

MYOB Practice. 

Can you attach more than one document to an account 
in MYOB Practice? 

You sure can. You can attach multiple documents to a single 

account and attach the same document to multiple accounts  

for ease of use. 

Will all documents on the existing MYOB Accountants 
Enterprise be uploaded and transitioned to the  
cloud version? 

There will be a migration service available and we are 

investigating which documents this will include. 

Are you able to link emails against jobs i.e. against  
a tax return job? 

Yes, emails can be profiled into Document Manager and can  

be used in the same manner as any other document. 

Integration 
I love the integration of trial balance, financials and tax.  
How would the process work if you do not want 
integration to a client’s accounting software? 

The process would vary depending on the type of client.  

For Company, Partnership and Trust entities a ledger is required.  

For SMSF and Funds a ledger is not required. For individuals,  

the MYOB Practice has the option. 

How does MYOB Practice integrate with MYOB 
AccountRight and other Accounting software? 
MYOB Practice is designed to integrate with a client’s 
online ledger – including Practice Ledger, MYOB 
AccountRight and MYOB Essentials. These ledgers 
integrate with the compliance tools, and transaction 
processing dashboard to create the ability to have a 
common ledger. 

How do we link those clients that aren’t using MYOB? 

For those not using MYOB AccountRight or MYOB Essentials, 

you will need to create a Practice Ledger and import balances/

transactions for entities that require a ledger. 

Will MYOB Practice be cross platform? Eg. Can we  
use it for Xero and QuickBooks clients? 

Our solution requires transactions/balances to be exported  

from Xero/QB or any other General Ledger to Practice Ledger. 

The trial balance then reads from the Practice ledger. 

What happens to standalone ledgers from clients  
who do not use MYOB? 

In our research with clients, we found that Practices maintain their 

own version of the ledger for these clients and report from this.  

In MYOB Practice, Practice Ledger is designed for this purpose. 

What if you decide to use MYOB for tax returns,  
but you client uses another software, does the data 
have to be entered manually into the tax software? 

For those not using MYOB AccountRight or MYOB Essentials, 

you will need to create a Practice Ledger and import balances/

transactions for entities that require a ledger. 

Does MYOB integrate with Xplan, G-suite (email,  
drive and calendar) and telephony? 

MYOB’s strategy is to provide an open integration platform that 

will enable integration with third-party applications. Connections 

with specific partners have not yet been announced. 
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Jobs 
Can multiple people be assigned to jobs, and what 
reporting is there on workflow? 

There is one job assignee and multiple staff can be assigned  

to sub-tasks within the job. As for reporting, the job will contain  

a history of changes. 

Is there a summary page available to show what is  
due for all clients, rather than having to open each 
client individually? 

Yes, this is called the jobs list. 

MYOB Practice 
Can we get some more information on pricing for  
new MYOB Practice? 

In 2020, we are releasing a range of new features to MYOB 

Practice that will enable you to significantly increase the value of 

your practice by helping you increase revenue, reduce costs and 

risk. As such we are currently exploring different pricing models 

and price points to ensure that the pricing reflects this value. 

If we get MYOB Practice can we get rid of our server? 

Most Accounting Practices retain access to content & business 

records (on your server) for a number of years, to do things like 

complete a tax return from a prior year. 

How much downtime do you believe a Practice will 
require to transition to the MYOB Practice/MYOB  
Portal version?

Every Practice will have a unique pathway to transition online. 

Your MYOB team will help to identify the best way forward for 

your business and provide detailed transition plans to ensure  

you understand the level of effort required. 

Where do we see the steps to get our firm ready  
for MYOB Practice? 

Your Account Manager will speak to you about your transition plan, 

but do reach out if you want to know more about the transition. 

When will MYOB Accountants Enterprise/MYOB 
Accountant Office be phased out? 

We will continue to support MYOB Accountants Enterprise/

MYOB Accountant Office for the foreseeable future. 

Will MYOB Practice integrate with the MYOB 
cashbooks program? 

It already does for the most part. Cashbook is the platform  

that Practice Ledger is built on which is exactly what the 

compliance demos at INCITE were based on. 

Will MYOB AccountRight and MYOB Accountants 
Enterprise/MYOB Accountant Office ever be fully 
in the cloud via a browser? 
Our goal with MYOB Practice is to ensure you can  
get the job done as efficiently and easily as possible.  
This might mean that some features/tools we have in 
MYOB Accountants Enterprise/MYOB Accountant  
Office may not be created exactly as you use it today  
in desktop but may be reimagined. 

Does MYOB Practice online have a dark mode? 
Looking at bright white backgrounds 8 hours a  
day strains my eyes. 

We have received a lot of feedback on our look and feel,  

and have some visual changes coming soon. 

Will your access management integrate with  
Active Directory? 

Active Directory integration is planned for MYOB Practice  

and is scheduled for 2021 delivery. 

Practice Manager 
What are the Practice management tools aimed  
at Bookkeepers? 

Hold tight! Very shortly we will be announcing our Practice 

management solution that will help Bookkeepers manage  

their clients, jobs, and financials, seamlessly. 

Will Practice Manager ever integrate with MYOB 
AccountRight, so the practice can take advantage  
of the features like bank feeds? 

The MYOB Practice management capabilities will integrate fully 

with the MYOB SME products to enable your practice to use  

the same tools and abilities as your clients have. 

Is the client workspace or practice manager only  
online or it is both online & offline (synced regularly)? 
Can we work when internet is down? 

MYOB Practice is an online system and will require an internet 

connection to use it. 
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Financial Reporting 
Will it be possible to customise headings in reports? 

Not in the first release, however customisation will be provided  

in the future. 

What about the ability to view – Balance Sheet  
with Last Year Analysis? 

The Financial Reports tab will be available as part of compliance 

in March 2020. This includes a Balance Sheet with comparatives. 

Are MYOB Accountants Enterprise current Banklink 
MAS ledger codes being used in the online ledger 
compliance reporting? 

Yes, for those with a MAS charts. We also support AE  

Accounts and AO General Ledger charts. The way we  

provide consistent output is by mapping the accounts to  

an Account Group structure. 

Will the non-transaction data (NTD) be taken from 
client details instead of manual entry (i.e. directors’ 
names for signing, trustees etc)? 

Yes, where available all NTD fields will come from the  

contacts directly. 

Can you justify text in financial reports? 

Not yet. Stand by for future releases. 

Tax 
Can you lodge TFN declarations to the ATO online? 

Not yet, but this is on our roadmap. 

When will MYOB Tax and MYOB Practice auto-integrate 
with ATO held data? 

We do this today with Better BAS and we are currently building 

prefill capability for individuals. 

Which tax returns can MYOB Practice do and how 
many years back can we go? 

We can report on Companies, Individuals, Trusts, SMSFs, 

Partnerships and Funds tax returns. All returns can be  

completed online from 2020. Prior year returns can be  

completed in the desktop. 

Can you type over the greyed-out fields in the tax return? 

No, they are prefilled. 

Where do validation documents come from in the 
customer systems? 

These can be easily attached from the MYOB Portal document 

store or your local hard drive by using ‘browse computer’ option 

or click and dragging in. 

At what point are journals entered into 
workpapers? 
Adjusting journals can be created at any point in the 
workflow – these are stored in the system as drafts and 
used by compliance workflow in workpapers, Statutory 
reports, Assets, Tax etc. They are not posted to GL until 
the workflow is approved. 

If you add fields will it continue for all tax reconciliations 
or just the client you have made the change to? 

Just the client you are making the change to. 

Does the software prefill for individual tax returns?

Yes, saving you time. 

I’d love MYOB to integrate with the ATO and add  
an ATO mailbox to MYOB Accountants Enterprise.  
Is this in the pipeline? 

ATO have limited capability around this at the moment –  

but we are in exploratory talks.

Will the client be able to see the work we did on  
their file or notes we’ve added? 

Yes, making it easy to collaborate with your clients. 

Can you lodge the actual tax return straight from 
MYOB? Can one integrate with an existing tax  
software like Reckon Tax Elite? 

You can lodge return directly through compliance solution.  

In SME solutions, we can already lodge AS/eGST returns. 

Workpapers 
Workpapers are currently difficult to design, will this  
be simplified? 

Our workpapers have been user tested before being implemented 

this is why you’ll notice the changes in some workpaper designs. 
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MYOB AccountRight 
Is MYOB AccountRight also going browser based or  
is the intention to get rid of MYOB AccountRight and 
only have MYOB Essentials? 

We’ve just released major upgrades to MYOB Essentials, and 

we are committed to building its functionality to better meet the 

needs of more users. While this has been a focus for us, we are 

still committed to building out MYOB AccountRight in the medium 

term, releasing new tax tables and functionality. We will soon have 

updates on how we’re bringing a lot of these great new features 

to MYOB AccountRight as well. 

What is happening with M-Powered Payments? 

M-Powered Payments is not supported in MYOB AccountRight 

2019 or MYOB Essentials. We’re currently developing a new 

payments solution for the newer versions of MYOB AccountRight, 

which will give users the ability to pay super, employees, tax and 

more directly from their software. 

How do I send invoices in my email to the In-Tray? 
Customers have 4 different ways for receipts and bills to 
be sent to the In-Tray for both MYOB AccountRight and 
MYOB Essentials: 

 + Drag and drop bills into the In-Tray. 

 + Forward them from your email with a unique email 
address

 + Use the MYOB Capture app to scan and send 
documents 

 + We’ve also partnered with a number of large suppliers 
like Bunnings, Officeworks, Reece and Caltex to have 
their invoices sent straight into your MYOB file.

Love the new MYOB Essentials reporting. When is it 
going to be available in MYOB AccountRight? And is 
the consolidation feature available too? 

We will be adding the new reporting suite to MYOB 

AccountRight this year. Specific timelines will be announced. 

Does MYOB AccountRight have Assets, or do I need 
access to MYOB Practice? 

You’ll need MYOB Practice to access Assets. 

MYOB Essentials 
Will the new MYOB Essentials allow me to pay bills, 
send remittances, pay multiple supplier bills and create 
an ABA file? 

You can create an ABA file now. We are actively looking at adding 

features, such as remittance advice and bulk employee/bill pay, 

however we don’t have a set timeline at this stage. 

When does the new MYOB Essentials launch? 
Good question. March for new users, April/May for users 
migrating from MYOB BankLink and May onward for 
current users. 

The new MYOB Essentials changes are great. Will the 
reporting changes apply to MYOB Connected Ledger 
as well? 

Yes, they certainly will. MYOB Connected Ledger is part of  

the new MYOB Essentials product line and will be updated at  

the same time. 

Have you added the functionality to view Suppliers 
with Tax Report in the new MYOB Essentials? 

Suppliers Tax Report can be created through the purchase 

register report with showing open only purchases and customs 

to add tax amount. Equally this report may be scheduled to be 

created later. 

Where is the In-Tray in the new MYOB Essentials 
interface? 

It’s available now in the Top-Level Navigation. 

Given the latest changes with the new MYOB 
Essentials, why wouldn’t we transition all our MYOB 
AccountRight clients to the new MYOB Essentials.  
What are the main differences? 

Good question. MYOB AccountRight currently has many features 

not available in the new Essentials, such as advanced inventory 

and multi-currency. We’re happy to help you understand which 

software is right for your clients. 

Just give us a call on 1300 555 117 

Will we see the capability of Attachments in General 
Journals in the new MYOB Essentials? 

Yes, you sure will. All transactions types will eventually have  

the ability to attach a document. 

SME PRODUCTS
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MYOB Essentials con’t

Is GST and Super liability still on the new MYOB 
Essentials dashboard? 

No, but you easily find it through reports. 

Will there be any cash coding or find and recode 
capabilities in the new MYOB Essentials? 

Not at this stage. Only bulk codes of bank transactions. 

If you don’t have a card set up (new supplier or customer)  
will the new MYOB Essentials allow you to create a 
card at the time and auto fill from info on the receipt? 

Yes! You can now create a supplier/customer at the same time  

as creating an invoice/bill. Simple. 

When using the new MYOB Essentials app, can you 
now switch invoice templates per customer at the  
time of invoicing? 

Yes, you can easily switch between Services or a Services  

and Item layout. 

Is conversion from other platforms or MYOB products 
such as MYOB AccountEdge and MYOB AccountRight 
now available in the new MYOB Essentials? 

We will be offering migrations from various other products in  

the near future 

Will the BankLink upgrade include the functionality  
to export bank transactions to integrate with 
Accounting +Payroll? 

When migrating up to 2 years of transaction data will be exported. 

With payroll in the new MYOB Essentials, can you 
override PAYW on standard pay? 

Yes, there is a withholding variation option under tax tables. 

Is there the ability to limit the superannuation which  
is calculated on a wage to the contribution limit for 
high income earners? 

Yes, there is the option to limit. 

Is Pay Super being updated so we don’t have to 
upload a csv. file on super portal like Xero does? 
Pay Super is seamlessly integrated into the new MYOB 
Essentials, meaning that all the information is pre-filled. 
There’s no need for a separate super portal, file uploads, etc. 

Is there timesheet functionality available? 

Yes, there is timesheet functionality. 

When are you going to take the cheque number off 
spend money and allow us to specify? 

The cheque number option was only available in MYOB 

AccountRight. MYOB Essentials uses a ‘Reference Number’ instead. 

With the direct invoice feed from Bunnings, is this  
only if they have an account or Powerpass? 

The direct invoice feed from Bunnings is available to all  

Bunnings PowerPass users. 

When you link a bill to an existing purchase all  
previous purchases appear. Will this be changed? 

Linking documents from In-Tray now has the option to show  

paid bills or return, which will reduce the list, saving you time. 

Is the comparative balance sheet available? 

Yes, and it’s available to use now. 

Is it possible to customise the coding report? 

At this stage, this report only includes minor customisation options. 

Can I alter the default template reports and then view 
in Excel spreadsheet similar to MYOB AccountRight? 

You can now tailor reporting templates and then export to Excel. 

If you run a general ledger report, can you tell on the 
report if there are docs. attached to the transaction 
without having to open it? 

Good suggestion! This has been put to our development team 

for consideration.

In the new MYOB Essentials, can you process an 
overpayment to an invoice? 

Yes, you sure can. 

Can WET be calculated for my Wine Industry clients? 

Yes, WET, WEG and LCT tax codes have been added. 

When will the new MYOB Essentials get the built-in 
calculator? 

We are considering it in future development, but have no 

timelines at this stage. 

What about ‘payees’ function similar to MYOB 
BankLink? I.e. ability to manually apply a bank rule  
to a transaction, such as cheque. 

We are considering it in future development, but have no 

timelines at this stage. 
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MYOB Capture app 
Is MYOB Capture part of MYOB AccountRight and 
MYOB Essentials or is this an extra feature we pay for? 

It’s all included as part of your subscription (no extra fees). 

What benefit does the MYOB Capture app  
have if I already use bank feeds? And, is there  
a risk of duplication? 
Captured documents can be automatically matched  
(or manually attached) to existing transactions,  
giving you a source document for record keeping  
against the transaction. 

What if one of my purchases is personal? 

You can easily split your invoice into business and  

personal expenses. 

MYOB Team app 
Can you add personal/annual leave to the MYOB  
Team app? 

Currently, no. We’re looking into this for future app updates. 

Can my employees use the MYOB Team app  
on the road? 
They sure can. In the situation where the employee is 
using their own personal mobile, the app records their 
location. For more trusted employees, there are timesheets 
available as well. In the situation of a restaurant, with a 
central clock on/off screen, MYOB Team takes a photo of 
the user every time they clock on or off (including breaks). 

For MYOB AccountRight users using MYOB Team,  
does the file need to be online to feed timesheets in? 

Yes, that’s correct. The file needs to be online for timesheets to  

be fed in. This is the same for rosters being fed into the app. 

Can you allocate a job number to timesheets in the 
MYOB Team app? 

Yes, through the MYOB AccountRight interface. The new  

MYOB Essentials doesn’t currently have this capability. 

When will MYOB Teams be launched? 

MYOB Teams will be rolled out to both MYOB AccountRight 

and the new MYOB Essentials in the next 90 days. We will 

communicate the launch in a variety of ways, including  

in-product messaging and emails. 

Can I give access to an employee who does the roster 
without them having access to the rest of the file? 

Yes, these are the permissions you can give to your employees: 

 + For employees – they only have access to the app,  

not the MYOB Portal or file.

 + For approving managers – you can set permissions  

and approving hierarchies for MYOB

 + Team only – meaning they won’t have access to anything  

else in the file 

App Marketplace 
Are app ratings and customer star reviews visible  
when you browse the MYOB App Marketplace? 

This feature is currently not available. But stay tuned, we’re 

looking at including this functionality in a future website release. 

Will the API be available for other app developers? 

It sure is. We currently have an open/SME public API available 

for anyone to connect to. Plus, API endpoint documentation 

is available on developer.myob.com. There’s a review process 

before an app is listed on the website, for quality control. 

What is MYOB doing to connect Accountants and 
Bookkeepers to the latest integrated ISV tech? 

MYOB actively encourages ecosystem app partners to  

develop a Partner Program for MYOB Bookkeepers and  

Certified Consultants, which is centred around education,  

training and other benefits.



App Partner Exhibitors

Proud Metro Partners

Proud Regional Partner




